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INTRODUCTION
One hundred straight years of 
population loss. That is the grim 
milestone Johnstown will mark 
in 2020—at the same time that 
Cambria County likewise marks 
80 straight years of a shrinking 
population and all that such a 
trend implies: individuals and 
families choosing or feeling 
compelled to leave due to a 
variety of factors, many of them 
economic.

The causes and potential corrections 
to this trend have been discussed and 
debated for decades. The focus has often 
been placed on the jobs that have been 
lost and the jobs that must be created to 
hold onto existing residents and draw new 
ones in.
There is growing recognition, however, 
that quality of place and housing play 
critical roles in attracting and retaining 
people who could live anywhere, and that 
being a desirable community to skilled 
workers is a precondition to hosting the 
businesses that need those workers. Vision 
Together 2025 and other initiatives to 
bolster quality of life and celebrate what 
makes Johnstown unique all grasp this 
reality.
But the gravitational pull from decades 
of population loss is strong. Vacant 
housing and other forms of blight exert 
tremendous downward pressure on 
Johnstown’s ability to invest in itself and 
on the private sector’s willingness to take 
on the risks needed to make progress on 
a range of important outcomes. This is 
especially true with creating a housing 
stock that meets the needs and tastes 
of today’s households—something that 
happens as a matter of course in growing 
communities but with great difficulty in 
markets like Greater Johnstown. 

Understanding and overcoming the 
barriers that stand in the way of housing 
investment—and the production of 
new market-rate housing in downtown 
Johnstown, in particular—is the basis 
for this strategy, which complements 
ongoing efforts to step-up blight removal 
in Johnstown and Cambria County. 
Together, reducing blight and improving 
the quality and range of options in the 
local housing stock are pillars of the 
local action plan in Alleghenies Ahead—
the region’s comprehensive plan— and 
in the City of Johnstown’s ongoing 
comprehensive planning efforts.
At a time when cities across the 
country and across Pennsylvania have 
had success with the development of 
market-rate housing in downtowns—
especially over the past decade—it may 
seem unnecessary to devote resources 
and attention in this direction. After all, 
if it can happen in Altoona, Erie, and 
Scranton, isn’t it likely to happen here on 
its own? And doesn’t the community have 
more important things to do than spend 
time and resources on trendy apartments 
in downtown Johnstown for households 
that have financial means? 
As this strategy and its market analysis 
make clear, the Johnstown housing  
market faces more significant headwinds 
than almost any other urban market 
in the country. Despite having an 
extensive supply of buildings that are 
underutilized and well-suited for market-
rate rental housing, very few units have 
been developed in recent years owing 
to significant financial gaps that are a 
byproduct of the region’s soft housing 
market—gaps that are wider in Johnstown 
than other markets and require intention 
and coordination to fill. 

Johnstown has long been caught in a cycle that 
can only be broken by investments that are made 
improbable by the cycle itself. New interventions are 
needed to break through decades of market weakness. 

Population shrinks and 
poverty becomes more 

concentrated

Demand for 
housing weakens

Values and prices fall 
or stagnate

Municipal financial 
capacity erodes; 
services decline

Standards of 
maintenance decline, 

both public and private

Community’s ability to 
compete for economic 

activity declines

Confidence weakens; 
risk-aversion rises

Additionally, the very weaknesses that stifle the production of market-rate housing 
in Johnstown make the successful development of this type of housing all the more 
critical to disrupting the vicious cycle that thwarts a genuine recovery. In other words, 
the process of solving this specific housing production problem has the potential to 
yield outcomes well beyond the housing produced. These wider outcomes include:

Strengthening collaborative 
relationships
‘How’ a market-rate housing strategy is implemented 
is equally as critical as what gets produced. Cultivating 
a high level of coordination and trust will be necessary 
and has the potential to spill-over into other community 
ventures. 

Setting higher standards 
In a market where expectations have been diminished 
by decades of disinvestment and underinvestment, low 
standards—especially in the private housing market—
have become pervasive and influence decisions made 
across the community. This pattern needs to be broken, 
and a focus on high-quality downtown housing has the 
potential to ripple through the wider market.

Aiding the fiscal recovery of the City of 
Johnstown
A stronger downtown property market and business 
environment is critical to the City’s fiscal stabilization. 
Johnstown must recover its sense of agency for 
complementary investments to be made and for 
confidence in the community to grow.

Realizing downtown Johnstown’s potential
Downtown is primed to be an experience that draws 
people and economic activity, given its inheritance of 
good urban design. Having residents with disposable 
income can help support a wider breadth of business 
activity and other revitalization goals.  

Attracting and retaining skilled workers 
As expressed by Alleghenies Ahead, making the region 
a place where skilled workers—especially younger 
ones—want to live will be crucial for the stability and 
competitiveness of businesses and institutions that 
need those workers. A vibrant downtown with living 
opportunities is a critical asset on that front.

Investment is withheld 
by market actors, 
including housing 

developers, who are 
skeptical of return
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What is 
‘market-rate’ 
housing?

The development of market-rate housing in downtown Johnstown is not at all an 
unrealistic ambition. Indeed, there are opportunities and assets that stand to be 
leveraged—and must be—to overcome the challenges that have kept market-rate 
housing development a rarity in Greater Johnstown. These opportunities and 
challenges are profiled in detail in this document.   

A remarkable urban landscape
Downtown Johnstown has an enviable 
collection of physical assets: Central Park, 
dozens of historic buildings that are well-
suited to residential conversion, compelling 
industrial vistas, and scenic mountainscapes. 
Downtown housing is especially successful 
when it leverages the authenticity of place—
something Johnstown has in spades. 

A local market to tap into
There are 8,200 households in Greater 
Johnstown today that the meet the general 
target market criteria for downtown market-
rate housing (based on household type and 
income). Persuading just a fraction of these 
households—70 to 100—is both realistic and 
would do much to transform downtown 
Johnstown.  

Resources on the sidelines
czb estimates that there is a $220 million 
difference—annually—between what Greater 
Johnstown households pay for housing 
(mortgage payments and rent) and what they 
can technically afford to spend on housing.
Boosting expectations and confidence in the 
housing market has the potential to steer a 
portion of these sidelined assets into rent 
payments for downtown units as well as 
long-deferred reinvestment throughout the 
region.

Experiences from other markets
20 years ago, downtown housing in 
adaptively reused buildings was still rare 
and a bit mysterious in most markets. Today 
it is commonplace. Lenders, developers, 
and policymakers don’t have to look far for 
successful examples.

OPPORTUNITIES

Higher levels of owner and investor equity 
required by lenders
The dearth of demonstrated demand for 
downtown market-rate housing (stemming 
from a lack of supply) means that lenders will 
want to see more risk equity in each project 
than they would in other markets. 

Limited ‘willingness to pay’ what new 
housing units actually cost
The cost of producing new housing well 
exceeds what most households are used 
to paying and are willing to pay in the 
Johnstown market, producing a sizable gap 
between required and realistic rent levels. 

Resources on the sidelines
This is an opportunity as well as a challenge 
and is related to the limited willingness to 
pay. Local households with financial means 
are used to spending far less on housing 
than they can actually afford, and those 
dollars have been steered to a host of other 
household expenses.

Socioeconomic imbalances
With over 400 units of income-restricted 
housing currently located in downtown 
Johnstown, there is a very high concentration 
of poverty and of social services to meet the 
needs of low-income households. This may 
deter some potential residents, but every 
additional market-rate unit can help to bring 
downtown into a healthier demographic 
balance.

CHALLENGES Housing Market Overview
Part 1 provides a broad summary of  
housing market conditions in Greater 
Johnstown—the conditions that 
influence how supply and demand 
interact. It presents a geographic 
typology of the market, a detailed look 
at rental trends, and a review of the 
financial fundamentals of housing 
development. 

Target Household Analysis
Part 2 narrows the focus to households 
that might be considered a target 
market for new, market-rate downtown 
housing. It defines the size and nature 
of this market, as well as product 
preferences.

Downtown Neighborhood Analysis
Part 3 looks at downtown Johnstown 
through a neighborhood lens, identifying 
the physical components that suit 
it well for residential development, 
summarizing downtown’s current 
demographic profile, and describing 
how investments in the downtown 
environment might be sequenced to 
support market-rate housing.  

Strategy and Action Plan
Part 4 draws together findings from 
earlier in the document to express clear 
goals and a strategy framework for 
achieving those goals. 

HOW TO USE THIS 
DOCUMENT

A ‘market-rate’ housing unit is 
any rental or owner-occupied unit 
whose price is established by the 
dynamics of supply and demand. 
In other words, the price is set by 
what the market will bear and the 
competition that exists for that 
unit. The market’s prevailing rate 
will always reflect local conditions 
and will therefore be different from 
community to community. 
Housing is not considered 
market-rate if there are income-
restrictions on the renters 
or buyers of the unit (if only 
households making less than a 
certain amount can live there), or 
if the cost is capped at a specific 
percentage of the occupant’s 
income. PART 3

PART 2

PART 1

PART 4

$220M

$220M

INTRODUCTION
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PART 1

No housing market is monolithic. In any urban 
area, there are numerous submarkets that 
reflect sometimes wide variations in housing 
conditions, levels of investment, the choices 
that households (especially those with options) 
are making on a regular basis, and the ripple 
effects of those choices. Understanding these 
patterns is critical to developing successful 
policy interventions, especially when the aim 
is to stimulate more of what the market is not 
supplying on its own—such as market-rate 
housing.
To better understand the current state of the Greater 
Johnstown housing market and its basic geography, a 
demand-based housing market typology was created that 
blends together six basic indicators of housing market 
strength from the American Community Survey. The 
accompanying map shows how every Census Block Group in 
Greater Johnstown was categorized into one of five market 
groupings—from higher demand at one end to lower demand 
at the other end.

The resulting map will not surprise anyone familiar with the 
Greater Johnstown market, which is far from homogenous. 
The submarkets with the lowest levels of demand are 
concentrated within the City of Johnstown and a few 
boroughs that border the city. The areas where demand 
is greatest are concentrated to the immediate west of 
downtown (Westmont and Southmont) and to the southeast 
of the city (Richland)—where prices and incomes tend to be 
highest. 

Downtown Johnstown itself currently falls in the second 
lowest demand category due to a heavy concentration of 
lower-income households and affordable housing complexes. 
Importantly, however, downtown is adjacent and well-
connected to some of the strongest markets in the region.

HOUSING MARKET 
OVERVIEW

HOUSING MARKET TYPOLOGY
Points on the scale below represent standard 
deviations from average demand

HIGHER 
DEMAND

LOWER 
DEMAND

1.00 to 2.14

0.50 to 0.99

-0.49 to 0.49

-0.99 to -0.50

-2.30 to -1.00

219

56

Downtown 
Johnstown

Median home value
Median gross rent
Housing abandonment rate
Median family income
Concentration of households 
receiving Supplemental Security 
Income (SSI)
Concentration of households 
receiving public assistance income

ABOUT THIS MAP
The areas shaded on this typology map reflect the geography of the Johnstown Urbanized Area, 
which is used in this document as an approximation for Greater Johnstown. The Urbanized Area is 
a Census Bureau-defined territory that includes a core city and surrounding Census Blocks with at 
least 1,000 people per square mile. Municipal boundaries are outlined in black or gray. 

HIGHER 
DEMAND

LOWER 
DEMAND

HIGHEST DEMAND

ABOVE-AVERAGE  DEMAND

AVERAGE DEMAND FOR 
GREATER JOHNSTOWN

BELOW-AVERAGE DEMAND

LOWEST DEMAND

The following 
indicators of demand 
were used to develop 
the housing market 
typology. Generally 
speaking, demand 
is a reflection of the 
costs the market will 
bear and the capacity 
of households to pay 
for housing. 

INDICATORS OF DEMAND  

PART 1 HOUSING MARKET OVERVIEW
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Why does this matter?
Each third of the Greater 
Johnstown market has different 
strategic needs. Strategies in 
the top-third should focus on 
maintaining what is already 
desirable or competitive about 
those markets. Strategies for the 
middle third should seek to build 
confidence and prevent slippage. 
For the bottom third, which 
includes downtown, a 
combination of stabilization 
and revitalization are needed to 
manage risks that currently deter 
private investment.     

The market splits 
evenly into thirds: 
roughly 1/3 of 
properties are in 
stronger areas, 1/3 
in the middle, and 
1/3 in weaker areas.

STRONGER 
MARKETS

22.4%

9.5%

33.4%
33.4%

27.0%

31.9%

7.7%

34.7%

Residential properties by market type

MIDDLE 
MARKET

WEAKER 
MARKETS 7,163

3,041

10,711

8,652

2,473

% #

Why does this matter? 
By and large, areas where 
demand is highest have newer 
housing and greater shares of 
single-family homes.
But the “newness” factor that 
has been important to the appeal 
of some submarkets is waning, 
with the average home in the 
top market now approaching 50 
years old. A dearth of modern or 
modernized housing is a liability 
for the Greater Johnstown 
market. 

Stronger markets 
tend to have newer 
homes and a higher 
share of single-
family properties.

Source: czb analysis of data from Cambria County GIS

Average year of construction for single-family homes

1962

1910 19701920 1930 1940 1950 1960

1955194619211918

% of residential properties that are single-family homes

Source: czb analysis of data from Cambria County GIS

Source: czb analysis of data from Cambria County GIS

64%
72%

67%
82%
83%

Why does this matter? 
This is one of the most compelling 
indicators of the overall softness 
of the Greater Johnstown market. 
When median home values in the 
very strongest submarkets are 
below the median for Pennsylvania 
(which itself is well below the 
national median), it is a sign 
that there is limited competition 
among buyers and that the supply 
(of homes) may be declining in 
condition and desirability. 
Additionally, average sale prices 
of single-family homes since 
2014 appear to be lagging behind 
median value figures for all 
owner-occupied homes. This may 
reflect both an extremely slow 
recovery in sales activity and 
prices from the Great Recession as 
well as the increasingly common 
purchase of single-family homes by 
investors—another sign that buyers 
are in short supply and/or lack 
confidence. 

While home values and pricing in 
Greater Johnstown’s strongest 
markets are well below state and 
national medians, rents in those 
strongest markets are actually 
on par with typical rents in 
Pennsylvania and the U.S. This is 
a sign that good rentals in choice 
locations can demand a premium.
However, rents in other submarkets 
are well below typical state and 
national rents. And the $936 
median in the strongest markets is 
well below what it costs to produce 
a high-quality rental in 2020. 

Even in the strongest 
Greater Johnstown 
markets, property 
values are below 
state and national 
medians.

Median value of owner-
occupied homes, 2017

Average sale price of single-
family homes since 2014

Median gross rent, 2017

$1
70

,5
00

PA US

$166,808

$133,395

$58,813

$43,382

$25,009

$0

$5
0,

00
0

$130,309

$114,086

$52,212

$28,614

$25,009

$1
00

,0
00

$1
50

,0
00

$2
00

,0
00

Source: czb analysis of data from Cambria County GIS (based on most recent sale)

Source: czb analysis of American Community Survey 5-year 
estimates

$936

Source: czb analysis of American Community Survey 5-year estimates

$744 $630 $482$572

When a wider set of market indicators are viewed through the lens 
of the market typology, several important storylines come into 
focus that relate to the overall strength of the Greater Johnstown 
housing market and relationships between submarkets. 

PA US

$885 $982

PART 1 HOUSING MARKET OVERVIEW
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$936 $744 $630 $482$572

$1,782 $1,540 $1,168
$629$845
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$1
85

,0
00

$1
40

,0
00

$1
00

,0
00

$7
5,

00
0

Across all markets, 
households and 
families earning 
median incomes can 
afford to spend more 
on housing — rental 
or ownership — than 
the market dictates.

Median income and capacity to pay for housing, 2017

Source: czb analysis of data from the American Community Survey (5-year estimates for 2013-2017)

$71,298
$61,603

$46,733

$33,382 $25,176
Why does this matter? 
Decades of soft market conditions 
have created expectations for 
housing costs that are at odds with 
what it costs to build new market-
rate units. But those expectations 
are also at odds with what it costs 
to adequately reinvest in and 
maintain existing units to a high 
standard. 
Combined, these low expectations 
for housing costs and the gradual 
acceptance of lower standards for 
the Greater Johnstown housing 
stock represent a considerable 
challenge. They translate to a low 
‘willingness’ to spend adequate 
sums on housing despite an 
‘ability’ to do so—a consequence 
of low confidence and a plethora 
of inexpensive options. But this 
results over time in degraded 
conditions and lower standards, 
further limiting confidence in the 
market and producing an ever 
greater supply of inexpensive 
options. 
A market-rate housing strategy 
must account for this ‘willingness’ 
problem while asserting 
higher standards that can 
eventually boost confidence and 
expectations.   

$2
14

,0
00

$1
66

,8
08

$1
33

,3
95

Maximum rent affordable to 
household with median income

Maximum purchase price affordable 
to household earning median income

$21,389 $18,481

30% of income equals capacity to pay for housing affordably

Actual median 
gross rent

Annually, large 
sums of household 
resources that 
could pay for 
housing costs and 
improvements are 
spent in other ways

Why does this matter? 
As in most soft housing markets, 
the vast majority of households 
in Greater Johnstown (74%) 
spend less than 30% of their 
incomes on housing costs. In 
fact, half of Greater Johnstown 
households spend less than 20% 
of their incomes on housing 
costs.
When the gap between overall 
capacity to spend on housing 
in Greater Johnstown and 
actual spending is estimated, 
the resulting sum is over $200 
million per year. Because of low 
property values and rents, as well 
as limited confidence to reinvest 
in housing, these resources 
instead go towards any number 
of other household expenses.
Even within the City of 
Johnstown, where incomes 
are substantially lower than 
surrounding communities, an 
estimated $34 million could be 
spent on housing each year but is 
going towards other expenses. 
Among the quarter of households 
that do spend more than 30% 
of their incomes on housing, 
90% earn less than $35,000. 
For them, a limited ability to pay 
for housing—and to move up to 
healthier markets—represents 
a very different problem to 
address.

Actual median 
value of owner-
occupied homes

Aggregate 
Household 
Income (2017)

Greater 
Johnstown

City of 
Johnstown

30% of aggregate 
household income 
(capacity to pay for 
housing)

Estimated 
aggregate housing 
costs
(actual spending on 
housing)

$1.57 billion $314 million

$471 million $94 million

$251 million $60 million

Annual difference 
between capacity 
to spend on 
housing and 
actual spending

$220 million $34 million

The difference between Household Income and Family Income:
Around two-thirds of all households are families of two or more related individuals. Compared to 
households in general, families have higher incomes due in part to the presence of multiple wage earners.

$90,374

$27,112

$71,903

$58,197

$41,621
$34,070

Median
Family 
income

Median 
Household 

income

Annual 
Capacity

$1,782 $1,540 $1,168 $846 $629$2,259 $1,798 $1,455 $1,041 $852Monthly 
Capacity

$27,112 $14,020 $17,459 $10,150 $12,486 $7,553 $10,221

Source: czb analysis of data from the American Community Survey (5-year estimates for 2013-2017)

Source: czb analysis of data from the American Community Survey (5-year estimates for 2013-2017)
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Johnstown Urbanized Area

Area County Subdivisions

Johnstown UA Block Groups
Units with Gross Rent <$600

0 - 9

10 - 24

25 - 49

50 - 99

100 - 411
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FOCUS ON 
RENTAL MARKETS

Market-rate housing in downtown areas is predominantly 
rental housing, especially in the early phases of downtown 
residential development. How are rents at different levels 
currently distributed throughout Greater Johnstown, and 
how might these patterns influence this strategy?
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Units renting for less than $600 
account for almost half of all 
rental units. They are heavily 
concentrated within the City of 
Johnstown, but also in stronger 
suburban areas where a handful 
of older apartment complexes are 
located. 
These units would not directly 
compete with new market-rate 
units in downtown Johnstown, 
but they play a role in setting cost 
expectations in the wider market. 

Rents Below 
$600

Rents from 
$600 to $799

Example:
Luxor Gardens, Richland
2 bedrooms for $555

Units with Gross Rent 
$600-$799
(by block groups)

Units with Gross Rent 
$1,000+
(by block groups)

Units with Gross Rent 
$800-$999
(by block groups)

Nearly a third of all units in the 
Greater Johnstown market 
fit in this range. There are 
concentrations of these units 
within both the city (including 
downtown) and in suburban areas. 
While these units may not directly 
compete with new market-rate 
units, they likely do represent 
the baseline expectation in the 
Greater Johnstown market for 
renters who have options and can 
choose a product of higher-than-
average condition.

% of Greater Johnstown rentals

29%

Example:
8th Ward, Johnstown
Remodeled 2 bedrooms 
next to Conemaugh 
Hospital for $675

% of Greater Johnstown rentals

49%

Of the roughly 1,400 rental units 
that fall in this range, there are 
concentrations in a few City of 
Johnstown neighborhoods (where 
some single-family homes of 
higher-than-average quality may 
be renting for this much), as well as 
suburban concentrations—especially 
in Richland. 
Depending on the qualities of 
the location, these units may be 
viewed as direct competitors to 
new market-rate units in downtown 
Johnstown, offering quality and 
flexibility at a good value.

Rents from 
$800 to $999

Rents from 
$1,000+

The 10% of units in Greater 
Johnstown that rent for $1,000 
or more are located in a number 
of different areas, with notable 
concentrations in Richland and 
Westmont. These units are worth 
paying attention to because 
they are indicative of what some 
households in the market are 
willing to pay $1,000+ for, which 
is the range where most if not all 
downtown market-rate units will 
land.
Notably, many properties renting 
for $1,000 or more tend to be 
single-family houses or fully-
furnished apartments.  
Overall, there is an undersupply 
in the region of quality rental 
options oriented towards 
households with annual incomes 
above $50,000.

% of Greater Johnstown rentals

Example:
Richland
2 bedroom duplex for 
$1,100

% of Greater Johnstown rentals

11%

Example:
Geistown/Richland Border
3 bedroom, 2 bathroom 
house for $850

10%

Example:
Westmont
4 bedrooms for $1,399

Source: All rent maps based on czb analysis of American Community Survey 2017 5-year estimates; gross rent includes utility payments; examples taken from trulia.com listings during March 2020
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RA
N

GE
 

Bank 
Debt 

HIGH 

LOW 

6%/30 yrs
5%/15 yrs

The loans a 
developer takes 

out to pay for most 
of the acquisition 
and construction 

expense.

Interest Rates

Investor 
Equity

The investments 
in the project and 

the developer 
that are made 

by project 
stakeholders.

Interest Rates

Will the loans be 
repaid? 

Will the building have 
value if the loans are 

not repaid?
These questions 

are answered in the 
form of loan terms 
(interest rates and 

payback period, and 
owner stake).

What 
factors into 
the range?

Will investments 
provide a return? 
What is the risk 

(market, developer, 
construction, etc). 

they won’t?
These questions are 
answered in the form 

of investor terms 
(interest rates and 

payback period, and 
developer expertise).

Acquisition 
Cost

$10.00/SF

Size, location, 
and condition 
of buildings or 

empty land.

Cost per SF

Good locations 
near desirable 

amenities add to 
acquisition costs 

and rents.
Less desirable 

locations 
mean lower 
acquisition 

costs, but could 
isolate tenants. 

Buildings in poor 
condition might 
also mean lower 

acquisition 
costs, but at 
the expense 

of greater 
construction 

costs.

Construction 
Costs

Quality and 
volume of 

materials and 
labor.

Cost Per SF

Better materials 
and craftsmanship 
increases costs but 

also adds to durability 
and marketability. 

With adaptive reuse 
of older properties, 

the nature of original 
configurations can 

either add to or help 
control costs. 

Using Department of 
Interior renovation 
standards can add 

to the quality of the 
product and assist 

with financing (historic 
tax credits), but can 
add significantly to 
cost and duration.

Developer’s 
Cost

Quality and 
depth of 

developer’s 
expertise.

% of Total 
Development Costs

Experienced 
developers get 

better financing, 
so rates go down, 
but experience is 

expensive.
Inexperienced 

(cheaper) 
developers may 
cause financing 
costs to rise to 

compensate 
for greater 

uncertainty. 

Understanding the cost of new rental housing and its influence on market rents

WHERE THE MONEY COMES FROM WHAT THE MONEY IS USED FOR

20%

10%

15%

Rent an owner must charge to break even

2 bedroom apartment
in a rehabbed 20,000 square feet downtown property

Based on 2019-2020 Central Pennsylvania data

RESULTING RENT

$2,700

$1,200
Based on realistic cost ranges explored in Greater Johnstown and Central Pennsylvania, czb’s 
median calculation for required rent is $1,904, based on an estimated development cost per 
unit of $155,500—inclusive of all financing, construction, development, and management costs. 
This required (or ‘break-even’) rent level represents what a property 
manager would have to charge for rent payments to meet all cost 
obligations. Based on current rents in Greater Johnstown, $1,904 far 
exceeds what is likely achievable. 
This gap between required and achievable rent levels is another gap 
that needs to be addressed. 

$1,900

Property 
Management 

Cost

Maintenance 
and normal 
operating 

expenditures. 

% of Gross 
Effective Rent

Property must 
be managed to 
meet a number 

of criteria, 
including lender 
requirements to 

protect collateral 
and investor 

requirements 
to ensure future 

value.
 Cutting 

maintenance 
or paring back 

on reserves 
for capital 

replacement 
reduces property 

management 
expenses  but 

decreases  
property value.

40%

36%

38%

In a healthy housing market, banks are usually 
willing to cover around 75% of the cost of 
a multi-family project, with investor equity 
covering the rest. 
Softer markets like Johnstown are riskier, and banks 
may look for investor equity of closer to 33%. This 
creates an equity gap to fill. Who is willing to invest 
in a project, and how much return do they need to 
participate?  

1,200 square feet, high level of 
finish, excellent location

$5.00/SF

$1.00/SF

$175/SF

$150/SF

$125/SF

1,000 square feet, above average 
level of finish, good location

800 square feet, basic level of 
finish, less appealing location

$2
00$0

$4
00

$6
00

$8
00

$1
,0

00

$1
,2

00

$1
,4

00

$1
,6

00

$1
,8

00

$2
,0

00

Most common break-even rent 
range for new units in downtown 

Johnstown (projected)

Market's estimated 
willingness to pay for new 

units in downtown Johnstown

$1,500-$2,100$800-$1,300

HIGH 

LOW 

The level of rent that is ultimately charged on a new downtown apartment is influenced by a series of interrelated factors. What 
are those factors and how do they contribute to cost and rent?

As of the date of this report, the impacts 
of the COVID-19 pandemic on the costs 
of bank and investor financing are 
unknown. Prior to economic disruptions 
in mid-March, generous 10-15 year 
terms were available with financing in 
the 2-5% range. It is not known what 
financing will cost in the coming months. 
The prudent developer will obtain the 
best balance of debt and equity possible 
while working within conservative debt 
service, reserve, and other ratios.

4%/30 yrs
2.5%/15 yrs

7%/20 yrs
6%/10 yrs

5%/20 yrs
4%/10 yrs
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PART 2

The analysis of Greater Johnstown’s 
housing market reveals something 
important about the potential to create 
new market-rate housing: that despite 
its prevailing weaknesses, there are 
latent resources in the market—in the 
form of untapped capacity to spend on 
housing—that have the potential to be 
harnessed for strategic purposes such 
as downtown housing development.
But downtown housing is not a traditional housing product. 
While it is assumed that there is a demand that has gone 
largely undemonstrated due to a lack of supply, what are the 
dimensions of the market that might realistically serve as 
a customer base for new market-rate housing in downtown 
Johnstown? 
After analyzing the regional economic context of Greater 
Johnstown (commuter flows, proximity to job centers), 
prevailing demographic patterns of downtown residential 
development in other cities, and environmental conditions 
in downtown Johnstown, several factors emerged as useful 
guideposts for estimating the number of households that 
serve as a realistic target market for downtown housing. 

TARGET 
HOUSEHOLD 
ANALYSIS

The potential target 
market is likely to be 
highly localized and 
drawn from existing 
housing.

The potential 
target market 
is likely to 
have certain 
demographic 
and household 
characteristics.

The potential 
target market 
must be able 
to afford what 
new downtown 
housing is likely 
to cost.

Neighboring 
markets

Johnstown’s distance from other 
economic and population centers, 
combined with geography and weather, 
means that opportunities for the 
downtown residential market to tap 
into excess demand from neighboring 
markets are unlikely. 
For example, while Altoona can expect 
spillover from State College to bolster 
its downtown residential market (if 
even on a small scale), and Greensburg 
might absorb some of the demand 
for downtown living in the Pittsburgh 
area in coming years, Johnstown is too 
distant from other economic centers to 
have similar expectations.
Growth prospects are also a factor. In 
urban areas experiencing population 
growth, downtown residential 
development can be credibly 
planned on an assumption that some 
percentage of growth will be captured 
by the downtown market. Because 
Greater Johnstown is not growing, 
any occupancy achieved in downtown 
residential units must be captured from 
elsewhere in the Johnstown housing 
market.

As downtown residential 
environments mature and 
diversify, their potential 
to serve a broad range of 
household types expands. 
That is what the experience 
of other cities can lend to 
our understanding of target 
markets. 
But in the early or pioneer 
stages—where Johnstown 
is—the appeal of downtown 
living tends to be limited to 
specific types of households. 
Broadly speaking, these tend 
to be households without 
children—whether they be 
younger singles, couples, or 
roommates, or older singles 
and couples whose children 
are grown or who never had 
children in the first place. 

Childless 
households The housing market analysis 

revealed the very real potential 
for a gap between what new 
housing will cost and what 
renters might be willing to pay 
based on their expectations 
and other options in the 
market. 
Even if this strategy 
incorporates an effort to 
bridge the distance between 
required and achievable 
rents—bringing typical rents 
below $1,300—it will still be 
important for the target market 
to afford rent levels well 
above the Johnstown average 
and contribute disposable 
income to support a wider 
array of downtown businesses. 
Therefore, target households 
should generally make at least 
$50,000. 

$50,000+ 
Annual Income 
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VIABLE MARKET 

By taking all current households in Greater Johnstown and selecting out those 
that do not have children under 19 and that make $50,000 or more per year, the 
result is a potential target market tally of roughly 8,200 households—or 28% of 
all households.
The distribution of this potential market aids in understanding preference 
patterns in the Greater Johnstown market. Three general patterns stand out: What is the viable target 

market for downtown 
Johnstown housing today?

Households without kids and 
making at least $50k 

Observations about the potential target 
market’s current distribution

Married 
couple 

households

ALL 
Households

29,622

Other family 
households

20,040

9,582

Greater 
Johnstown

Outside 
City of  
Johnstown

City of  
Johnstown

5,196

4,499

697

825

583

242

Non-family 
households

2,186

1,708

478

8,207

6,790

1,417

Total target 
households 

28%

34%

15%

% of all households 

TARGET HOUSEHOLDS

Based on the size of the potential target market, 
the prevailing preference patterns of that market, 
and the fact that new housing in downtown 
Johnstown is highly likely to draw households 
from existing housing units in an urban area that 
is still shrinking, it is estimated that 70 to 100 
households represents a viable target market 
over the coming decade. 
While this may seem like a small number, adding 
70 to 100 market-rate housing units to the 
downtown Johnstown inventory would likely 
expand the supply of competitive, high-quality 
units in downtown by a factor of four.  

Of the potential market, 
approximately 1% 

represent a viable target 
market at this stage.

70-100
HOUSEHOLDS

To learn more about local demand for housing in downtown Johnstown, a survey 
was given to 20 of Greater Johnstown’s major employers for distribution to their 
employees. Over 300 people responded to the survey, with 17% saying they were very 
or somewhat interested in living downtown in the next five years. Responses overall 
provided the following core insights (see more detailed results in the Appendix):

Who is willing 
to consider 
downtown living? 
And what are their 
preferences?

POTENTIAL MARKET 

Fair share of renters with 
college degrees
When household type is 
ignored, it was found that 
33% of renting households 
in Greater Johnstown with 
a bachelor’s degree or more 
currently choose to live in 
the city – giving the city a 
fair share of that particular 
group. This is a positive signal 
about the city’s competitive 
potential – provided there is 
a supply of housing options 
superior to what is generally 
available today and a range of 
other environmental factors 
(described in Part 3) are 
addressed.

Potential target 
market households 
are currently 
underrepresented 
in the City of 
Johnstown
While the city has 
32% of all households 
in Greater Johnstown, 
only 17% of the target 
market households 
(1,417 out of 8,207) 
currently choose the 
city. This underscores 
a “willingness” 
issue that will 
impact market-rate 
development in the 
city. 

Renters with 
sufficient 
income are also 
underrepresented 
Even when household 
type (kids or no kids) 
is ignored, only 26% 
of households that 
currently rent in 
Greater Johnstown 
and earn more than 
$50,000 choose to 
live in the city. 

When asked which bedroom/bathroom configurations best suited 
their needs, 68% of those with an interest in downtown housing said 
that a two-bedroom configuration was the best match. Another 16% 
preferred three-bedrooms, and only 8% signaled interest in one-
bedroom apartments.

When given a list of amenities and asked to rank them in order of 
importance, those interested in downtown housing ranked in-unit 
laundry and off-street parking at the top of their lists. Lots of natural 
light and energy efficiency ranked third and fourth.

Of those interested in living downtown, having more restaurants and 
businesses to visit and improving the overall sense of safety were 
ranked as the most important improvements to be made downtown—
upgrades that would bolster their interest in living there.

Of those who expressed an interest in downtown housing, 48% said 
they would be willing to spend no more than $700 per month, and 
another 23% said their cost ceiling was $800. 
On the other hand, 27% responded that they would be willing to 
spend $1,000 or possibly more.

Two-bedroom 
configurations are 
preferred

In-unit laundry and 
off-street parking 
are important 
amenities

Improving the 
business mix and 
sense of safety are 
important

Willingness to 
pay for downtown 
housing is low

Among the 83% of respondents who expressed little interest in 
downtown living, by far the most common reason given was a basic 
preference for single-family detached housing with a yard. Others 
stated concerns about safety or overall skepticism about living in the 
City of Johnstown.  

Those uninterested 
in living downtown 
are unlikely to be 
persuaded in the 
short-term

Age: There’s a clear mid-life valley of interest in downtown living. Those under 35 and over 65 are 
much more likely to see downtown as an option.
Residency: Current downtown residents (7 of the respondents) are bullish about downtown’s 
future. Those living elsewhere in the city are more likely to consider downtown than those who live 
outside Johnstown.
Tenure: People who currently rent were much more likely to signal interest in downtown living. 
Income: There were relatively high levels of interest among households making below $50,000, 
as well as among households above $100,000—a pattern closely tied to age.
Current Housing Costs: The highest degree of interest comes from people who currently pay less 
than $500 AND from people who currently pay $1,000 to $1,250.

Other observations
UNDER 

35
OVER

65

Source: czb analysis of data from the American Community Survey (5-year estimates for 2013-2017)
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PART 3

To answer these questions, downtown Johnstown was analyzed in terms of its existing 
real estate and the capacity of that real estate to accommodate residential development, 
as well as environmental and social qualities that could play a role in shaping the pace and 
direction of investment. 
An important starting point in this analysis was recognition that the broad area generally 
recognized as downtown Johnstown—bounded on the south and west by the Stonycreek 
River, to the north by Washington Street, and to the east by Adams Street—is too large 
to serve as a focus for a downtown housing strategy, especially at this stage. The work 
of building and strengthening a market requires a concentration of effort and resources. 
Otherwise, it risks dispersing limited resources too broadly to have a lasting impact.  
With that in mind an area of focus was identified centering around Central Park and 
Main Street—which together serve as the core urban fabric of downtown. 

DOWNTOWN 
NEIGHBORHOOD 
ANALYSIS

CORE URBAN FABRIC

For cities that have successfully cultivated market-
rate housing in their downtowns, an important part of 
their success has been the gradual transition of their 
downtowns from areas not normally recognized as 
‘neighborhoods’ into neighborhoods of choice in their 
regions. 
How well is downtown Johnstown positioned to become a 
neighborhood of choice in Greater Johnstown—especially 
for those already predisposed to consider downtown on 
their list of residential options? And how is downtown 
Johnstown physically suited to emerge as a more 
dynamic, mixed-use environment? 

The area around 
Central Park and 
Main Street serves 
as the core urban 
fabric of downtown. 

DOWNTOWN 
JOHNSTOWN

FOCUS AREA
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What makes downtown 
Johnstown conducive to 
market-rate residential 
development? 
What opportunities are there 
to leverage?

The presence of a strong and 
identifiable core 
From an urban design standpoint, downtown 
Johnstown has more going for it than downtowns 
in most small and mid-sized cities—particularly 
in having a focal public space—Central Park—
surrounded by a complete envelope of interesting 
older buildings. The fact that this core has survived 
intact is remarkable and a considerable building 
block for residential development.

A large collection of promising 
candidates for adaptive reuse 
Within the downtown focus area, there are 76 
structures with an estimated 1.4 million square 
feet of upper floor space. Much of this space is in 
architecturally appealing buildings that contribute 
to the Downtown Johnstown Historic District.

Growing roster of attractive 
businesses and amenities 
Businesses such as Lambcakes, Balance, Mission 
Inn, Stonebridge Brewery, Voodoo Brewery, and 
Hope Cyclery are helping to establish the network 
of services and amenities that will make downtown 
an attractive residential option. The same can be 
said of Coal Tubin’ and efforts to establish and 
improve recreational trails near downtown. 

Major employers within reach
Within 10 minutes or less of the downtown focus 
area—and within the focus area itself—are many 
of Greater Johnstown’s largest employment 
centers. And many of these have concentrations of 
professional workers who fit the potential target 
market profile, including Conemaugh Memorial 
Medical Center, JWF, AmeriServ Financial, and 
Crown American. 

What are the biggest 
constraints to downtown’s 
emergence as a vibrant 
residential neighborhood? 

The costs of adaptive reuse 
The building stock is truly an asset. But older 
buildings that have witnessed underinvestment 
for decades are not inexpensive to refurbish, 
especially if their upper floors have never had 
residential uses. This contributes to equity gaps 
and achievable rent gaps that will need to be filled.

Conditions that do not inspire 
confidence or comfort 
While the core area around Central Park is well-
maintained and feels more or less occupied, 
conditions decline within a short distance in all 
directions. Vacancy, blight, and a prevailing sense 
of emptiness contribute to anxiety about safety 
and the area’s prospects—all of which make it a 
harder sell to equity investors and willing tenants.  

An imbalanced neighborhood 
In many respects, downtown Johnstown is already 
a residential neighborhood, with hundreds of 
apartments and services for the residents thereof. 
But with over 400 income-restricted housing 
units concentrated in a small area, it is a severely 
imbalanced neighborhood dominated by economic 
need. Achieving a greater balance is important for 
the well-being of all, but rebalancing (through the 
addition of market-rate units) will take time. 

Downtown 
Census 
Tract

City of  
Johnstown

$13,413

83%

$23,636

52%

$37,184

34%

Greater 
Johnstown

41% 38% 20%

Median 
Household 
Income

% of 
Households 
with Income 
<$25,000

Poverty 
Rate

Crown American

Conemaugh Memorial 
Medical Center

AmeriServ Financial

JWF Industries

Balance and 
Mission Inn

Stonebridge 
Brewery

Hope Cyclery

Central Park

Lambcakes
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CORE URBAN FABRICTIER 2B

TIER 1

TIER 2A

LOCATIONS OF EXISTING 
MARKET-RATE UNITS 
Within or directly 
bordering the target 
geographies, five existing 
market-rate residential 
properties with a total 
of 28 units have been 
identified.

TIER 2BTIER 1 TIER 2A

# of properties with upper 
floors

40 buildings 26 buildings 10 buildings

Estimated upper floor space 500,000 SQ FT 350,000 SQ FT 520,000 SQ FT

Estimated vacant or 
underutilized upper floor 
space

150,000 SQ FT 160,000 SQ FT 200,000 SQ FT

Estimated residential unit 
capacity based on vacant or 
underutilized space

120 to 150 units 130 to 160 units 160 to 200 units

Number of existing market-
rate residential units 
identified

11 14 3

Profile of Real Estate and Market-Rate 
Residential Capacity 

Although the downtown focus area of this market-rate 
housing strategy represents a much more contained area 
than the broader downtown geography, there are distinctions 
to be made within the focus area that are important from a 
strategic vantage point.
In reality, there are two ‘tiers’ of space that matter to 
prioritization and sequencing within a market-rate 
housing strategy. The first tier includes properties that are 
immediately adjacent to the core urban fabric of downtown—
Central Park and Main Street from Franklin to Market. The 
second tier includes areas on either side of the first tier. 

Downtown Focus Area

Across these tiers, there are 76 buildings with upper floor 
space totaling an estimated 1.37 million square feet—of which 
510,000 square feet (or nearly 40%) is estimated to be either 
vacant or underutilized. 
If all upper floor space in this area were transitioned to 
market-rate residential, there is a theoretical capacity for 
between 1,100 and 1,400 units. If space believed to be vacant 
or underutilized were transitioned, the capacity is 410 to 500 
units. 
There are approximately 30 market-rate residential units 
currently spread across eight buildings in the focus area, 
representing a wide range in quality, condition, and age.      

Influence of Existing Conditions on Strategy Development 

Begin the deconcentration 
of economic need and social 
services  
For too long, Greater Johnstown has placed 
an overreliance on downtown Johnstown to 
serve the housing and service needs of its 
most vulnerable households—aided by ‘not-
in-my-backyard’ attitudes and enabled by 
inexpensive real estate. This has produced 
an unhealthy and imbalanced environment 
for those vulnerable households while 
limiting the economic potential of the 
downtown market. 
Income-restricted housing units that 
are already in place are likely to stay in 
place. But it is important to not add to 
them. Instead, social service agencies and 
stakeholders should be deliberate about 
spreading additional housing and service 
locations to more stable parts of the 
community to give vulnerable populations 
access to a greater range of opportunitites.  

Altogether, the physical and socioeconomic conditions in the downtown focus area, combined 
with findings from the housing market analysis and target market analysis, suggest the following 
influences on strategy development for housing and other investments in downtown Johnstown:  

Maximize impact by 
concentrating new market-rate 
housing, starting in Tier 1 
With 500,000 square feet of upper floor 
space and capacity for up to 150 units 
in vacant or underutilized upper floors 
alone, Tier 1 has more than enough space 
to meet the demand of the viable target 
market (70 to 100 units) over the next 
decade. 
Concentrating as many of those units 
within Tier 1 as possible will be critical to 
enlivening the already strong qualities of 
the core urban fabric surrounding Central 
Park—and making that core area as strong 
as possible will ultimately dictate the 
success of revitalization efforts in Tier 2 
areas.   

Make complementary 
investments in the public realm 
to build confidence and bolster 
sense of progress 
The quality of Central Park and the 
streetscapes adjacent and leading to 
the park will have a significant impact on 
investor confidence and the willingess 
of tenants to pay for new housing. 
Gradual improvements to the quality and 
standards of the space and its day-to-day 
maintenance will send signals that a long-
term vision is guiding public and private 
investment. One-and-done investments 
that seem poorly coordinated and suggest 
cheapness and lack of planning send the 
opposite signals.    

Tier 1 includes buildings 
that have the biggest 
impact on the core urban 
fabric surrounding Central 
Park and Main Street. This 
is the strongest part of 
downtown Johnstown and 
has the most potential to 
quickly become a vibrant 
residential neighborhood. 

Tier 2A is immediately east of 
Tier 1 and includes numerous 
buildings that are well-suited 
for adaptive reuse. However, 
the quality of the physical 
environment is noticeably 
more uneven than Tier 1, with 
more empty-feeling spaces 
that will seem like a bigger 
risk to investors and potential 
residents. 

Tier 2B is immediately west 
of Tier 1 and is dominated by 
larger structures—including the 
partially utilized Lee Campus of 
Conemaugh Memorial Medical 
Center. While there is residential 
potential in Tier 2B, it has more 
of an institutional atmosphere 
than the rest of downtown 
and lacks the usual downtown 
rhythm of small-to-mid-sized 
commercial buildings. 
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PART 4

STRATEGY AND 
ACTION PLAN
The housing market, target household, and downtown 
neighborhood analyses all provide basic direction for a 
market-rate housing strategy and implementation process. 
The Who, What, and Where are straightforward: 

VIABLE TARGET 
MARKET TO ATTRACT 

TO DOWNTOWN 
JOHNSTOWN BY 2030 

70-100
HOUSEHOLDS

WHO WHAT WHERE

70-100
NEW MARKET-RATE 

HOUSING UNITS

SUPPLY TO DEVELOP TO 
MATCH DEMAND OF THE 
VIABLE TARGET MARKET

DOWNTOWN 
FOCUS AREA, 

TIER 1 PRIORITY

GEOGRAPHIC FOCUS TO 
MAXIMIZE THE IMPACT AND 

CRITICAL MASS OF HOUSING AND 
COMPLEMENTARY INVESTMENTS

HOW

THE EQUITY GAP

THE ACHIEVABLE RENT OR 
‘WILLINGNESS’ GAP

Traditional lenders will want to see a greater 
equity stake in a downtown Johnstown project 
than they would in a market considered safer or 
more predictable. Raising risk capital of up to 
33% of project cost will be a barrier to overcome 
for any project.  

How is this gap likely to get filled? 
By having equity capital from multiple large 
and small investors committed to supporting 
individual projects or a portfolio of projects. 

The housing market analysis also pinpointed 
the likely gap between what renters are willing 
to pay for housing in Johnstown and what 
property managers will have to charge to meet 
all cost obligations. It is estimated that, on 
average, $50,000 per unit will be needed to 
cover this gap in project financing and allow, 
for example, a new unit to be rented for $1,200 
instead of $1,800. 

How is this gap likely to get filled? 
By long-term private investors willing to 
lose money as a tax benefit, or by public and 
philanthropic sources willing to grant the gap 
as an up-front cost.   

OUTCOMES 
AND PROGRESS 
MEASUREMENTS
Measuring progress is an important part of 
strategy implementation. And while the tally of 
units produced over time will be a point of focus, 
that is not how progress should be measured. 
Instead, two other measurements will indicate 
whether or not the production of market-rate 
units and complementary investments are 
producing a healthier and more vibrant downtown 
neighborhood within a more stable and confident 
community: median household income and fair 
market value of property.  

MEDIAN 
HOUSEHOLD 
INCOME IN THE 
DOWNTOWN 
CENSUS TRACT 
HAS RISEN

FAIR MARKET 
VALUE OF 
DOWNTOWN 
PROPERTY HAS 
RISEN

CURRENT 2030

Indicates greater 
socioeconomic 
balance and 
disposable 
income to support 
downtown business 
activity 

Indicates growth 
in demand for 
downtown and a 
stronger tax base

$50,000
PER UNIT

$13,413 $27,000
Estimated 
inflation-

adjusted impact 
of 75 new 

households 
earning an 
average of 
$75,000

CURRENT 2030

$94.7M $127M

How to develop 70 to 100 
high-quality market-rate 
apartments in downtown 
Johnstown is also 
straightforward. 
As the housing market analysis 
suggests, there are two 
essential financial gaps to fill. 
If they are not filled, the goal of 
70 to 100 market-rate units will 
not be met. 
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RECOMMENDED MODEL 
FOR ADDRESSING EQUITY 
AND RENT GAPS

At the center of this system is at least one subsidiary of a local 
economic development authority (LEDA) that would solicit and 
bring together equity investments from multiple local sources—
each of whom would participate to realize a financial or mission-
related benefit. 
There could be multiple subsidiaries involved—under the 
auspices of the Cambria County Redevelopment Authority, 
Johnstown Redevelopment Authority, or Johnstown Area 
Regional Industries—depending on the nature of the investments. 
What will be critical is close coordination to ensure that equity is 
at the ready to flow into projects. 

Rather than trying to fill 
equity and rent gaps on a 
project-by-project basis, 
a systematic approach 
is needed to support the 
pipeline of projects that 
will deliver 70 to 100 units 
of market-rate housing 
over the next decade. The 
proposed system requires 
coordination of multiple 
stakeholders who would each 
play an indispensable role in 
sharing both the benefits and 
risks of downtown housing 
development.  

Each market-rate housing project would be a distinct corporate 
partnership (likely an LLC) established for that project alone. The 
equity investors organized by the LEDA subsidiary would own 
shares of the LLC along with any others involved on the equity 
side. 
The equity investors may wish to have their investment support 
specific projects, or they may be wish to have their investment 
spread over a portfolio of projects. This model can support either 
preference.

The equity investments will catalyze the participation of banks 
as long-term debt holders, and local banks with a commitment 
to improving the Johnstown market may be the best partners. 
Building relationships between the banks, the LEDA subsidiaries 
and individual investors will be important to establishing trust 
and a sense of shared vision. Each stands to benefit in different 
ways, but a common interest in the outcomes for downtown 
Johnstown will aid the durability of this model. 

Filling the gap between required and achievable rents may be 
the largest variable in this model—what people are willing to pay 
might change over time as conditions in downtown Johnstown 
improve and if the units produced are of sufficient desirability. 
Nonetheless, having resources ready to commit to projects to 
allow lower rents to be charged will be critical to completing the 
financing of each project. This is a role for funders or investors 
who are willing to treat the resources as a grant or a loss—such 
as a long-term private investor who would benefit from booking a 
loss, a foundation that is willing to fill this unique need, or public 
resources in the form of forgone tax revenue.  
As was concluded in the housing market analysis, the subsidy 
required to adequately address this gap is estimated to be 
$50,000 per unit. 

1
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3

4

EQUITY 
INVESTMENTS

MARKET RENT 
SUBSIDY TO 

MANAGE RISK

Future 
Value and 
Cash Flow

Tax Shelter

Mission or 
Program 
Related 

Investment

LOCAL 
INDIVIDUALS

LOCAL 
CORPORATIONS

LOCAL 
FOUNDATIONS

POTENTIAL INVESTOR BENEFIT ENHANCEMENTS

PUBLIC OR 
PRIVATE 
GRANTORS

LOCAL 
ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT 
AUTHORITY 
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Building 
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C
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DIBERT BUILDING AT 
500 MAIN STREET

PARK BUILDING AT 
423-425 MAIN STREET

HOW MIGHT THIS MODEL 
WORK IN PRACTICE? 

Every project will be different. But 
each one will have access to a similar 
combination of debt and equity tools 
to cover the costs of acquisition, 
development, construction, and 
operation—as well as similar gaps to 
fill owing to local market realities.  
The following project examples—
the Dibert Building and the Park 
Building—demonstrate how 
available financing tools might 
coalesce for a specific property. 
Creative mixing and matching of 
resources to meet the financing 
requirements of funders and the 
opportunities presented by specific 
properties will be an important part 
of strategy implementation—and 
why collaboration and coordination 
will be the key to finding the right 
combination of tools for each project. 

HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLES
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1 2

DIBERT BUILDING AT 
500 MAIN STREET

6 units
1 unit 5 units

HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE: DIBERT BUILDING

The Market-Rate Housing Coordination Committee identifies 
the Dibert Building at 500 Main Street as an opportunity of 
interest because a successful project there would address a 
currently blighted property at a key intersection overlooking 
Central Park.
The Committee reaches out to the current owner and finds 
that they are willing to sell at fair market value. A six-month 
purchase option is negotiated between the owner and 
Johnstown Redevelopment Authority. 

An analysis of development costs is performed 
after fuller evaluation of the property. The 
following numbers come into focus:

OPPORTUNITY IDENTIFIED DEVELOPMENT COSTS ANALYZED

Acquisition cost at fair 
market value:
$84,000 ($9.50/sq ft) 

Estimated construction costs:
$150/sq ft, driven in part by:

Façade rehabilitation at highly 
visible corner
Elevator replacement

SOLD

One-bedroom 
apartment at 

875 sq ft

Two-bedroom 
apartment at 

990 sq ft

Total residential 
development cost

$1,107,000

Proposed configuration

Total development 
cost per unit

$184,000
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These lower rent levels would be achieved by the 
following mix of financing sources:

How will the $1,107,000 residential development 
cost be financed? The Committee analyzes a typical 
combination of debt and equity:
To attract a local bank to provide a 30-year, 5% loan 
covering $738,000 (or 67%) of project costs…there 
would need to be $369,000 in equity committed by 
investors who would seek terms of 10-years and 8% 
interest.
To make monthly debt payments on this loan and the 
equity investment, as well as covering all operating 
expenses (property management, taxes, water/sewer, 
etc.), the owner would have to charge the 
following “break-even” rents:

$1,990 for the one-bedroom unit
$2,250 for each of the five two-bedroom units

FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS ANALYZED

A new financial analysis is performed that includes a 
market-rent subsidy to bring rent structure closer to 
market expectations: 

$1,220 for the one-bedroom unit
$1,380 for the five two-bedroom units

EQUITY 

MARKET 
RENT 
SUBSIDY 

LOAN 

$221,400 (20%)

$420,660 (38%)

$465,000 (42%)

OPTION A

OPTION B

The Market-Rate Housing Coordination 
Committee successfully secures the required 
financing:

Equity
A pool of risk capital ($221,400) from local 
equity investors is ready to be channeled 
into the project through the wholly-owned 
subsidiary of the Johnstown Redevelopment 
Authority, with a term of 10-years and 8% 
interest.

Market Rent Subsidy
A combination of resources are identified to 
serve as long-term commitments to the project 
with no expectation of repayment:
$150,000 program-related investment by a 
local foundation
$75,000 from City of Johnstown CDBG 
resources to assist with façade rehabilitation
$195,660 from local investors (identified 
through JRA investment pool) willing to have a 
long-term stake that results in passive losses.

Loan
With the other financing components secured, 
a local bank agrees to provide the $465,000 
loan, with a term of 30-years and 5% interest.

FINANCING 
SECURED

Opportunity Zone
Downtown Johnstown is a Qualified Opportunity Zone 
(QOZ) under the Tax Cut and Jobs Act of 2017, making 
a project like the Dibert Building—currently unused/
vacant—a potential recipient of equity investment from an 
Opportunity Zone Fund. 
Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credits (HTC)
The Dibert Building is considered a contributing structure in 
the Downtown Johnstown Historic District. Use of HTCs to 
draw equity investment is therefore an option if a developer 
familiar with Department of Interior preservation guidelines 
is chosen and the project timeline is flexible (more time 
often being necessary to plan and complete a ‘certified 
rehabilitation’). 

OTHER FINANCING OPTIONS

These required rents are too high, making this option 
infeasible. A market rent subsidy will be needed to 
bring down rents.
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1 2

PARK BUILDING AT 
423-425 MAIN STREET

14 units

3 units 9 units

In late 2020, the Park Building at 423-425 Main Street 
is sold to a new owner from Pittsburgh.  Sensing an 
opportunity, the Market-Rate Housing Coordination 
Committee approaches the new owner to discuss the 
possibility of converting the upper floors into apartments. 
The Committee sees  the building as potentially catalytic 
given its frontage on both Central Park and a revived section 
of Main Street. With Pennsylvania Highlands Community 
College as an anchor tenant on the ground floor and sound 
structural conditions throughout, it presents lower risks 
than other properties that also need attention, like the 
Dibert Building.  In this way, the Park Building is an excellent 
“first project out of the gate” opportunity for Johnstown to 
demonstrate what’s possible downtown.
The new owner is interested and wants to participate in the 
process of analyzing what it will cost to add a residential 
component to the building and what it would take to 
successfully finance the project.   

An analysis of development costs is performed 
after fuller evaluation of the property. The 
following numbers come into focus:

OPPORTUNITY IDENTIFIED DEVELOPMENT COSTS ANALYZED

Acquisition cost at fair 
market value:
$290,000 ($12.61/sq ft); this 
is the price the new owner paid 
and reflects the overall condition 
of the building.

SOLD

One-bedroom 
apartment at 

900 sq. ft. 

Two-bedroom 
apartment at 
1,030 sq. ft. 

Total residential 
development cost

$2,375,000

Proposed configuration

Total development 
cost per unit

$169,700

Estimated construction costs:
$125/sq ft, 
with costs held down due to 
the building’s condition and the 
potential for economies of scale 
owning to the property’s size.

2 units
Two-bedroom 
apartment at 
1,250 sq. ft. 

HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE: PARK BUILDING

5
HOW WOULD THIS PROJECT 
CONTRIBUTE TO JOHNSTOWN? 

VISIBLY HIGH STANDARDS
High-fidelity restoration of the 
façade along both Main and Franklin 
Streets would transform the appearance of a 
critical corner in the Tier 1 focus area—sending 
confidence-inducing signals into the market 
and setting a high expectations bar for other 
projects.
Ensuring a high-quality build-out of the ground 
floor retail space—with attention to level of 
finish and target market akin to Balance or 
Flood City Café—would be an important part of 
completing the corner. 

STRONGER TAX BASE
If financed without local tax 
abatements, the improved 
property would contribute more 
than $13,000 per year in property tax payments 
to the City alone (based on 2020 millage rates).  

DISCRETIONARY INCOME FOR 
DOWNTOWN BUSINESSES
Assuming an average household 
income of $75,000 for the 
six completed apartments, 
approximately $150,000 in 
discretionary income would be based at this 
property each year with potential to contribute 
to downtown businesses. 

“Dibert Building 500 LLC” 
is formed by Johnstown 
Redevelopment Authority and 
purchases the property.

PURCHASE AND PROJECT START

Project design and engineering begins, 
kicking-off an 18-month rehab process.

SOLD
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5
HOW WOULD THIS PROJECT 
CONTRIBUTE TO JOHNSTOWN? 

VISIBLY HIGH STANDARDS
While currently in good condition with 
a strong ground floor anchor tenant, the 
Park Building looks dormant and tired. Installing 
architecturally-sensitive new windows, cleaning 
the brick and stonework, and making other 
exterior improvements will greatly enhance the 
building’s presence on Central Park and Main 
Street. At the same time, activating the upper 
floors with 14 new households will add to the 
vitality of the intersection boost the number of 
eyes on Central Park during non-work hours. 

STRONGER TAX BASE
If financed without local tax 
abatements, the improved 
property would contribute over 
$30,000 per year in property tax 
payments to the City alone (based on 2020 
millage rates).  

DISCRETIONARY INCOME FOR 
DOWNTOWN BUSINESSES
Assuming an average household 
income of $75,000 for the 
14 completed apartments, 
approximately $350,000 in 
discretionary income would be based at this 
property each year with potential to contribute 
to downtown businesses. 

“Park Building Johnstown LLC” 
is formed by the Cambria County 
Redevelopment Authority and 
acquires the property, with the 
seller becoming a shareholder in 
the new entity. 

PURCHASE AND PROJECT START

Project design and engineering 
begins, kicking-off an 14-month 
redevelopment process.

SOLD

These lower rent levels would be achieved by the 
following mix of financing sources:

How will the $2,375,000 residential development cost 
be financed? The Committee and owner analyze a typical 
combination of debt and equity. Given the building’s good 
condition and the presence of an anchor tenant on the 
ground floor, they assume that lower risks will translate into 
more generous terms from lenders and investors:
To attract a local bank to provide a 30-year, 4% loan 
covering $1,662,500 (or 70%) of project costs…the owner 
is proposing a conditional loan equivalent in value to 
acquisition expense, which would be $290,000 or 12% of 
the project cost. To cover the rest, there would need to be 
$422,500 in equity committed by investors who would seek 
terms of 10-years and 6% interest.
To make monthly debt payments on this bank loan 
and the equity investment, as well as covering all 
operating expenses (property management, taxes, 
water/sewer, etc.), the following “break-even” 
rents would have to be charged:

$1,250 for the one-bedroom units
$1,450 for the small two-bedroom units
$1,700 for the large two-bedroom units

FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS ANALYZED

A new financial analysis is performed that includes a 
market-rent subsidy to bring rent structure closer to market 
expectations: 

$1,150 for the one-bedroom units
$1,350 for the small two-bedroom units
$1,600 for the large two-bedroom units

EQUITY 

MARKET RENT 
SUBSIDY 

LOAN 

$356,250 (15%)

$71,250 (3%)

$1,662,500 (70%)

OPTION A

OPTION B

The building owner and the Market-Rate 
Housing Coordination Committee agree to 
pursue the adaptive reuse project and are able 
to secure the required financing:

Equity
A pool of risk capital ($356,250) from local 
equity investors is ready to be channeled 
into the project through the wholly-
owned subsidiary of the Cambria County 
Redevelopment Authority, with a term of 
10-years and 6% interest.

Market Rent Subsidy
A combination of resources are identified to 
serve as long-term commitments to the project 
with no expectation of repayment:
$36,250 program-related investment by a local 
foundation
$35,000 from City of Johnstown CDBG 
resources to assist with façade improvements

Loan
With the other financing components secured, 
a local bank agrees to provide the $1,662,500 
loan, with a term of 30-years and 4% interest.

FINANCING 
SECURED

In this example, the building owner becomes a leading 
participant in the project and opens the doors for other 
equity interests. This is not uncommon with projects of this 
type.
The exact conditions on such a loan can vary. As an 
example, the owner might request the following terms on 
the $290,000 loan:
Option A: 
Refinancing of the property after 10 years followed by a 
balloon payment to the owner equivalent to the value of the 
loan and simple 3% interest ($290,000+$87,000)
Option B: 
Deferring Option A and instead receiving a greater 
ownership stake (going from 12% to 25%) of an asset now 
valued at over $2 million. 

CONDITIONAL LOAN BY OWNER

These rents are deemed a bit too high for the project 
to be feasible. A market rent subsidy will be needed to 
bring down rents.
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There will need to be development 
capacity that can put 7-15 units per 
year into service, on average.

It will take approximately 30 months 
from the very start of the development 
process to lease up of the first units.

Establish Coordinating Body
Convert the ad-hoc steering committee 
for this market-rate housing strategy 
into the standing committee that will 
coordinate the work and leverage the 
expertise of all stakeholders.  

LEDA Role Identification
Reach agreement on the 
roles of local economic 
development authorities, 
including which ones will 
serve as equity solicitors and 
coordinators through wholly-
owned subsidiaries. 

ORGANIZATION

While it will be important to have 
patience over the course of this 
effort, there is much to be done 
early on to put Johnstown on a 
path to meeting its market-rate 
housing goals. Following some early 
organizational tasks, a series of  
efforts will have to occur in parallel 
before work can start on project #1. 

If work begins in earnest 
on June 1, 2021, with a 
developer and contingent 
financing in place, the first 
units can be expected to 
come online between Labor 
Day and Christmas 2023.

Update Building Evaluation
The buildings in the downtown focus area 
will need to be evaluated one at a time 
(or past evaluations need to be updated) 
to determine answers to a number of 
questions, including:

• Building condition and readiness
• Seller willingness

Select Developers
Identify one or more experienced 
developers who can tackle the complexity 
of redeveloping downtown buildings.

Select Early Projects
Identify 3 to 4 downtown buildings suitable 
for redevelopment (willing seller/partner of 
a building worth rehabilitating) that would 
represent early wins to build momentum 
from.  

• Determine the target sequence for 
redevelopment of the early projects 
(which building 1st, 2nd, etc.) 

PROJECT IDENTIFICATION
Begin Raising Equity 
Commitments
This will likely be between $45,000 - 
$65,000 for each unit in the first few 
projects. For 15 units, there would need 
to be equity commitments of up to        
$1 million.

• This may come down from around 
33% loan-to-value (LTV) ratio over 
time to 25% as units come online 
and are fully leased. 

Obtain Commitments from 
Lenders
Cultivate lending partners for 
construction and permanent financing—
estimated to be between 65-70% LTV.

Identify Sources of the Market 
Rent Subsidy and Create a 
Mechanism for Receiving and 
Distributing
Committed equity investors may be 
willing to provide the resources for 
the subsidy to fill the gap between 
required and achievable rent. Unlike 
equity investments, there would be no 
expectation of repayment.

FINANCING
Partner with One or More 
Capable Property/Asset 
Management Entities
Having a good property manager in place 
to steward the finished product will be 
critical to maintaining equity and lender 
confidence – and ensuring that standards 
remain high over time. 

Develop a Marketing and 
Leasing Plan
A skillful marketing plan will be needed 
to attract early tenants and realize the 
lease and occupancy rates that will build 
momentum for future projects. 

MANAGEMENT/MARKETING

OVER TIME
As early projects 
begin the work of the 
coordinating body and 
other stakeholders will 
shift to other important 
tasks to ensure long-
term success, including:

Learning from Each Project
Every project will offer lessons 
that will inform how future projects 
are financed  and executed. There 
should be a process in place to 
identify those lessons.

Complementary 
Investments
Improvements to streetscapes 
and other public space will have 
a big influence on the success of 
leasing efforts and attracting equity 
investors over time. Downtown 
planning by the City and the 
Discover Downtown Johnstown 
Partnership will need to coordinate 
closely with housing development 
efforts.

Policy Review & Revision
As the residential population of 
downtown grows, openness to 
revisiting existing policies that may 
need updating will be important. 
Examples include:
-Residential parking regulations
-Park user rules relating to pets
-Building codes governing adaptive 
reuse

-Zoning and development standards

Seeking New Investors
With help from existing equity 
investors, it will be important to 
continuously cultivate new equity 
partnerships so that promising 
projects do not stall for want of 
investors. 

Telling the Story
Conveying progress and early 
successes will help attract new 
investors, prospective tenants, and 
business operators. 

If the target were 75 units 
over 10 years, for example, 
it will be important to 
establish the following 
expectations:

GETTING STARTED 
Producing 70 to 100 units over a decade 
will require clarity about the pace of 
development that needs to be achieved and 
the capacity needed to meet that pace. 

70-100
NEW MARKET-RATE 
HOUSING UNITS
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Data Methods, Sources, and 
Notes 
Page 9

The Greater Johnstown market typology was developed using 
data from the American Community Survey (2013-2017 5-year 
estimates) for all Census Block Groups within the Johnstown 
Urbanized Area. 

For each Block Group, Z-scores were calculated for six 
indicators of demand—median home value, median gross rent, 
housing abandonment rate, median family income, percentage 
of households receiving Supplemental Security Income, and 
percentage of households receiving public assistance—to show 
deviation from the Johnstown Urbanized Area mean. Those 
Z-scores were then averaged together to produce an overall 
demand score for each Block Group. 

Block Groups with ‘low demand’ scores had average Z-scores that 
were below or well-below the Johnstown Urbanized Area mean on 
all or most of the demand indicators used. The inverse was true for 
Block Groups with ‘high demand’ scores. 

Pages 10-12

Analysis on these pages was performed on the basis of each Block 
Group’s categorization with the demand-based market typology 
presented on page 9. Datasets from Cambria County GIS and the 
American Community Survey (2013-2017 5-year estimates) were 
used to explore the real estate and income characteristics of each 
market type.  

Pages 13

The 30% of income threshold has been a standard measurement 
of housing affordability since the creation of the Federal Housing 
Administration in the 1930s and the emergence of government-
backed home loans. It is based on empirical analysis showing that 
the probability of loan default increases rapidly when a mortgage 
payment represents 30% or more of a household’s monthly 
income. 

This analysis of aggregate capacity to spend on housing versus 
actual spending was performed for the purpose of demonstrating 
Greater Johnstown’s capacity to absorb additional housing costs. 
There are many households in Greater Johnstown that do not 
have excess financial capacity for housing. But many do, and that 
capacity is important to consider in the context of understanding 
potential demand for new market-rate housing.   

Pages 16-17

The ranges presented on these pages—and the emphasis on 
the mid-range estimate of a break-even rent around $1,900—
represents a conservative approach to cost estimation to 
ensure that the strategy accounts for the complexity and cost of 
adaptive reuse projects in older buildings of varying condition. czb 
analyzed historic rehabilitation projects across the mid-Atlantic 
that have utilized Historic Preservation Tax Credits to estimate 
construction cost ranges, while standard real estate development 
financial practices were used to develop ranges for deb, equity, 
management, and developer’s costs. The acquisition cost range 
was based on analysis of downtown real estate values.

While czb recommends a conservative approach to estimating 
costs for the development of a long-term strategy, it recognizes 
that costs can vary widely from project to project, and that there 
may be cases where lower construction costs can be achieved 
without sacrificing the levels of quality that will be important to 
setting higher standards in the Johnstown market. Below is a 
demonstration of how lower development costs would impact the 
equity gap and the need for a market rent (or willingness) subsidy 
on a per-unit basis. 

Page 21

More detailed results from the employer-distributed survey are 
included at the end of this Appendix.

Page 25

The Census Tract that includes downtown Johnstown (as well 
immediately adjacent areas to the east and south) is Cambria 
County Census Tract 1. 

According to the Johnstown Housing Authority, there are 471 
authority-owned units within downtown Johnstown. These 
units are distributed between the Vine Street Tower, Connor 
Tower, and Town House Tower. 

Page 26

Estimates of upper floor square footage were developed based 
on building characteristics in parcel-level data provided by 
Cambria County GIS. Visual floor counts and space estimations 
with satellite maps were used to fill gaps in the parcel-level 
data. 

The estimate of vacant or underutilized upper floor space 
was based on a basic visual survey of each building. A more 
complete evaluation on a building-by-building basis—including 
conversations with ownership on occupancy status and 
intentions—will be necessary to identify buildings that are best 
positioned for near-term residential development.

The residential capacity estimate for each tier of the downtown 
focus area is based on the estimated quantity of vacant or 
underutilized upper floor space and an assumption that space 
used per unit (including common area space) will generally 
range from 1,000 to 1,250 square feet. 

Page 29

Median Household Income: The current median household income 
figure for the downtown Census Tract is based on the American 
Community’s 2013-2017 5-year estimates. The projected figure for 
2030 is built from the ACS data and assumes the status quo plus 
an additional 75 households earning an average of $75,000. 

Fair Market Value: The current fair market value figure was 
developed by aggregating the value of all properties in the 
downtown focus area (land + improvements) using parcel-level 
data provided by Cambria County GIS. That figure was then 
converted into a fair market value by using Cambria County’s 
2020 Common Level Ratio of 4.20.  The projected figure for 
2030 assumes that the 2020 fair market grows by inflation plus 
5% by 2030 (with future inflation estimated using the future CPI 
calculator at smartasset.com).

Page 33

Fair market value was calculated by multiplying the current 
assessed value of the property by the 2020 Common Level Ratio 
of 4.20. 

 IDEAL czb
Acquisition $0-$5/SF $1-$10/SF
Construction $75-$150/SF $125-$175/SF
Development 
Costs/Unit

$118,000 $155,000

Break Even 
Rents/Month

$1,445 $1,900

Equity 
Needed/Unit

$38,000 $50,000

Debt 
Needed/Unit

$80,000 $105,000

Desired 
Target Rent

$1,300 $1,300

Subsidy 
Needed/Unit

$10,000 $50,000

Risk capital 
to raise for 75 
units would 
fall from $3.75 
million to 
$2.85 million

Subsidy 
to cover 
willingness gap 
for 75 units 
would fall from 
$3.75 million to 
$750,000
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Online Survey Results 
The following are detailed results from an online survey that was distributed by 20 
major local employers to their employees between November 2019 and January 
2020. 322 completed responses were received (along with some incomplete 
responses), with major findings summarized on page 21 of this document. 

Answer Count Percent

1. Downtown Johnstown 7 1.94%

2. City of Johnstown, but not downtown 106 29.44%

3. Cambria County, outside of Johnstown 170 47.22%

4. Somerset County 54 15.00%

5. Blair County 3 0.83%

6. Not in Cambria, Somerset or Blair counties 20 5.56%

Total 360 100%

1. Where do you 
currently live?

Answer Count Percent

1. Own 316 87.78%

2. Rent 44 12.22%

Total 360 100%

2. Do you own or rent 
your home?

Questions about the survey takers, their households, 
and their current living arrangements

Answer Count Percent

1. I rent a single-family house. 20 50.00%

2. I live in a building with four or fewer units. 12 30.00%

3. I live in a building with five to ten units. 4 10.00%

4. I live in a building or complex with more than ten units. 4 10.00%

Total 40 100%

3. If you rent, please 
select the option that 
best describes your 
rental environment.

Answer Count Percent

1. An apartment with 1 bedroom/loft 7 17.50%

2. An apartment with 2 bedrooms 24 60.00%

3. An apartment with 3 or more bedrooms 9 22.50%

Total 40 100%

4. If you rent in a 
building or complex 
with multiple units, 
please select the 
option that best 
describes your current 
rental unit.

Answer Count Percent

1. I live alone. 52 15.38%

2. I live with one or more roommates (who are not related to me). 2 0.59%

3. I live with a spouse or partner, but no children.  114 33.73%

4. I live with one or more children under the age of 19 (with or 
without a spouse or partner).

124 36.69%

5. I live with extended family. 28 8.28%

6. Other 18 5.33%

Total 338 100%

5. Please select the 
option that best 
describes your 
household or living 
arrangement. 

Answer Count Percent

1. Younger than 25 9 2.66%

2. 25-34 52 15.38%

3. 35-44 83 24.56%

4. 45-54 86 25.44%

5. 55-64 91 26.92%

6. 65+ 17 5.03%

Total 338 100%

6. How old are you? 
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Answer Count Percent

1. Very likely 13 3.85%

2. Somewhat likely 43 12.72%

3. Unlikely 58 17.16%

4. Very unlikely 224 66.27%

Total 338 100%

9. In the next five years, what is the 
likelihood that you would consider moving 
into downtown Johnstown if the right 
opportunity arose? And if you already live in 
downtown Johnstown, what is the likelihood 
that you will still live there in five years? 

Answer Count Percent

1. No more than $700 25 48.08%

2. No more than $800 12 23.08%

3. No more than $900 1 1.92%

4. No more than $1,000 9 17.31%

5. No more than $1,250 2 3.85%

6. No more than $1,500 1 1.92%

7. I'd be willing to spend 
upwards of $2,000 or more 
for the right product

2 3.85%

Total 52 100%

10. If you are very likely or somewhat likely to 
consider living in downtown Johnstown, 
please indicate the most that you are 
willing to pay for housing (in terms of a 
monthly rent or mortgage payment). For 
monthly rent, assume that your payment 
includes in-unit washer/dryer, water, 
sewer, and internet service, but does not 
include electric, gas, or parking. 

Answer Count Percent

1. Rental – An apartment on a 
renovated upper floor of an 
older building.

24 18.90%

2. Rental – An apartment in a 
brand-new building.

20 15.75%

3. Rental – A rented 
townhouse or rowhouse.

19 14.96%

4. Own – A townhouse or 
rowhouse.

21 16.54%

5. Own – A condo in a 
renovated older building.

25 19.69%

6. Own – A condo in a brand-
new building.

18 14.17%

Total 127 100%

11.  If you are very likely or somewhat likely to 
consider living in downtown Johnstown, 
what type of housing would you find most 
attractive or suitable to your needs and 
preferences? Select all that apply. 

7. Please select the 
range that best 
describes the 
combined annual 
income of your 
household.  

Answer Count Percent

1. Less than $20,000 5 1.48%

2. $20,000 to $34,999 25 7.40%

3. $35,000 to $49,999 38 11.24%

4. $50,000 to $74,999 75 22.19%

5. $75,000 to $99,999 72 21.30%

6. $100,000 or more 123 36.39%

Total 338 100%

8. Please select the 
range that best 
describes your 
household’s current 
monthly housing 
payments (in the 
form of your monthly 
rent payment or your 
monthly mortgage 
payment). 

Answer Count Percent

1. Less than $500 54 15.98%

2. $500 to $649 55 16.27%

3. $650 to $799 27 7.99%

4. $800 to $999 35 10.36%

5. $1,000 to $1,249 36 10.65%

6. More than $1,250 50 14.79%

7. I own my home free and clear 81 23.96%

Total 338 100%

Questions about housing preferences and 
interest in downtown market-rate housing

Answer Count Percent

1. Studio 3 3.95%

2. 1 bedroom / 1 bathroom 6 7.89%

3. 2 bedroom / 1 bathroom 14 18.42%

4. 2 bedrooms / 1.5 
bathrooms

21 27.63%

5. 2 bedrooms / 2 bathrooms 17 22.37%

6. 3 bedrooms / 2 bathrooms 12 15.79%

7. Other 3 3.95%

Total 76 100%

12. If you are very likely or somewhat likely to 
consider living in downtown Johnstown, 
what combination of bedrooms and 
bathrooms would best suit your needs? 
Select all that apply: 
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 Average 
Rank

Improved connections to recreational 
assets (trails, bike paths, parks)

3.05

More restaurants and businesses to visit 2.33

Improved sense of safety 2.44

More or better events 3.55

Greater overall sense of vitality 2.64

14. Please rank the following downtown 
Johnstown improvements that would 
do the most to increase your likelihood 
of choosing to live or choosing to stay 
downtown:

Answer 
Count Percent

1. I prefer a detached, single-
family house with a yard 
and would never seek out a 
downtown environment in 
Johnstown or any city. 

161 35.08%

2. I don’t want to live in the City of 
Johnstown, period. 

68 14.81%

3. I’m raising kids and I don’t think 
downtown is compatible with 
family living.

51 11.11%

4. I don’t feel safe downtown and 
would be concerned about 
crime. 

70 15.25%

5. I like downtown Johnstown 
and think good things are 
happening there, but living 
there would be weird.

46 10.02%

6. I might consider Johnstown, 
but not downtown.

14 3.05%

7. Other 49 10.68%

Total 459 100%

15. If you are unlikely or very unlikely to 
consider living in downtown Johnstown, 
which of the following statements best align 
with your reasoning? Choose all that apply: 

Answer Count Percent

1. A “downtown living bonus” 
that would offset 25% of your 
housing costs for the first two 
years of downtown residency.

32 7.79%

2. A $10 million commitment to 
improving public spaces and 
parks in and around downtown. 

43 10.46%

3. A stepped-up police presence 
on foot or bicycle.

49 11.92%

4. I’d reconsider after 100 or 
more housing units have been 
developed and others have 
taken the plunge to kick-start 
a more vibrant residential 
environment.

46 11.19%

5. A deconcentration of the 
public housing units and social 
services that currently exist 
downtown.

61 14.84%

6. Downtown living isn’t an option 
for me at all, regardless of what 
is done to make it more enticing. 

180 43.80%

Total 411 100%

16. If you are unlikely or very unlikely to 
consider living in downtown Johnstown, 
might any of the following compel you to 
reconsider? Select all that apply: 

*Score represents average rank by respondents. Lower 
scores (closer to 1.0) represent improvements that were 
commonly ranked at the top of respondents’ lists.

 Overall Younger 
than 25

25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65+

Very likely 3% 13% 6% 1% 0% 2% 13%

Somewhat likely 13% 25% 21% 15% 9% 9% 13%

Unlikely 18% 38% 15% 16% 15% 21% 20%

Very unlikely 66% 25% 58% 67% 77% 67% 53%

Age

Level of interest in living in downtown 
Johnstown within the next five years based on:

 Overall I live 
alone.

I live with 
one or more 
roommates 

(who are not 
related to 

me).

I live 
with a 

spouse or 
partner, 
but no 

children.  

I live with 
one or more 

children under 
the age of 19 

(with or without 
a spouse or 

partner).

I live with 
extended 

family.

Other

Very likely 3% 6% 0% 3% 1% 8% 0%

Somewhat likely 13% 26% 0% 13% 10% 12% 0%

Unlikely 18% 19% 0% 20% 14% 16% 33%

Very unlikely 66% 49% 100% 64% 75% 64% 67%

Current Living Arrangement

 Overall Downtown 
Johnstown

City of 
Johnstown, 

but not 
downtown

Cambria 
County, 

outside of 
Johnstown

Somerset 
County

Blair 
County

Not in 
Cambria, 
Somerset 

or Blair 
counties

Very likely 3% 67% 4% 1% 2% 0% 0%

Somewhat likely 13% 33% 16% 11% 7% 33% 21%

Unlikely 18% 0% 26% 15% 16% 33% 5%

Very unlikely 66% 0% 54% 73% 75% 33% 74%

Residency
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 Overall Own Rent

Very likely 3% 3% 6%

Somewhat likely 13% 10% 36%

Unlikely 18% 17% 25%

Very unlikely 66% 71% 33%

Tenure

 Overall Less than 
$20,000

$20,000 to 
$34,999

$35,000 to 
$49,999

$50,000 to 
$74,999

$75,000 to 
$99,999

$100,000 
or more

Very likely 3% 0% 17% 0% 5% 0% 1%

Somewhat likely 13% 25% 30% 24% 11% 6% 11%

Unlikely 18% 0% 22% 27% 16% 16% 17%

Very unlikely 66% 75% 30% 48% 67% 78% 71%

Household Income

 Overall Less than 
$500

$500 to 
$649

$650 to 
$799

$800 to 
$999

$1,000 to 
$1,249

More than 
$1,250

I own my 
home free 
and clear

Very likely 3% 6% 2% 4% 0% 3% 2% 3%

Somewhat likely 13% 17% 22% 15% 6% 20% 6% 7%

Unlikely 18% 26% 22% 19% 6% 11% 8% 23%

Very unlikely 66% 52% 54% 62% 87% 66% 84% 68%

Current Monthly Housing Costs
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